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Privacy Camp is the annual conference bringing together over 300 digital rights advocates, activists as well as academics and policy-makers from all around Europe and beyond to discuss the most pressing issues facing human rights online. Started in 2012 as a small gathering of digital rights activists and academia, the event takes place every year in Brussels (Belgium)/online, on the day before CPDP.
"Privacy Camp is the best event to strategize and organize with activists and researchers from all over Europe, a unique opportunity to meet with people working for the present and future of human rights in the EU."
- Riccardo Coluccino, Hermes Center for Transparency and Digital Human Rights

"Each year we are looking forward to this event, where we are able to exchange knowledge and perspectives from Europe's diverse regions. I find this as an excellent opportunity for empowering debate on digital rights challenges in the Balkans as well."
- Sofija Todorovic, Balkan Investigative Reporting Network

"One of the highlights of Privacy Camp for us at CENTR is the wide range of speakers, coming from all sides of the spectrum and offering their own unique viewpoints. A treat for all participants!"
- Lydia Stoddart, CENTR
Benefits of Sponsorship

Foster Coalition-Building
Every year, our event bursts the digital rights bubble, building the much needed bridges across people-powered movements.

Drive Social Change
You'll be supporting an event that ignites a broad spectrum of opinions and high audience engagement, positioning Privacy Camp at the epicenter of civil society-driven debate in the area of digital policy in Brussels.

Reclaim Our Futures
Privacy Camp is a unique opportunity to partner with European Digital Rights to ensure a vibrant, inclusive and thriving digital environment.
10th anniversary edition of Privacy Camp conference
Live broadcasting & audience engagement
Open to 400 participants (free entry)

#PRIVACYCAMP22
DIGITAL AT THE CENTER. RIGHTS AT THE MARGINS?

+30 expert speakers and panelists from human rights sector, academia, EU institutions and many more expected
Online panels, hands-on workshops, action rooms
SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

Sponsorships are designed to showcase your commitment to a thriving digital landscape, drive engagement with your business, and connect you with our leading thinkers and makers.

Gigabyte Sponsor
(€5,000+)

Megabyte Sponsor
(€2,500+)

Kilobyte Sponsor
(€500+)
**GIGABYTE SPONSOR (€ 5,000+)**

- Prominent logo placement on event website
- Logo added to the footer of Privacy Camp e-newsletter (500 subscribers)
- “Thank you” post on Twitter (27k followers, @edri) & LinkedIn (4.7k followers)
- Logo added to events materials (program, event summary...)
- Listing among corporate funders in Funding section on EDRi’s website & EDRi’s Annual report 2021/22
- Logo and promotional slide displayed during online conference
MEGABYTE SPONSOR (€ 2,500+)

- Prominent logo placement on event website
- Logo added to events materials (program, event summary...)
- Logo and promotional slide displayed during online conference
- Listing among corporate funders in Funding section on EDRi's website & EDRi's Annual report 2021/22
Kilobyte Sponsor (€ 500+)

- Listing among corporate funders in Funding section on EDRi’s website & EDRi’s Annual report 2021/22
- Logo added to events materials (program, event summary...)
- Logo and promotional slide displayed during online conference
CONTACT US

European Digital Rights
Rue Belliard 12, 1040 Brussels

Katarina Bartovicova
Fundraising Manager (EDRi)
katarina.bartovicova@edri.org
+32 477 966571

Websites

https://edri.org
https://privacycamp.eu